Release No. Invitation
Date: Dec. 3, 2008
Contact: Leonard George Horowitz,
lenin528@mac.com

Dec. 3, 2008
Dear Mr. Hamada and Yoko:
Our mutual friend, Dr. Masaru Emoto, has urged me to contact you to invite your participation in LIVE
H2O, “The Concert for the Living Water” scheduled for international venues next Summer Solstice,
June 19-21, 2009.
The attached press release explains what we are doing to follow the Creator’s direction and fulfill John
Lennon’s vision for world peace, health, ecological sustainability, and prosperity for “all the people.”
Long ago I posted your essay “We Are All Water”, Yoko, on LIVE H2O.org because it relays so
beautifully and perfectly our message and mission.
John encouraged us to develop “a Plan.” We have been “doing what we can” and now have a definitive
“Plan” that Dr. Emoto and I wish to explain to you, and advance with you. The Concert for the Living
Water includes a “hydrosonic experiment” that marries the “universal solvent” with music--the
“universal language”—to administer the “universal healer”—LOVE.
The “Plan” incorporates musical performances and large population participation using two proven
musical/spiritual keys associated with miraculous transformations—the frequency of LOVE, 528Hz, and
the frequency of universal resonance, 417Hz. The key of LOVE is the “MI” note of the original
Solfeggio musical scale that was secreted ( or imprisoned as The Beatles movie metaphore Yellow
Submarine depicts.) I am convinced this is the “Key to the House of David” that opens spiritual doors
that shall be Divinely opened to restore humanity to its full peaceful creative potential. This “LOVE
tuning,” frequency 528Hz, is a core creative vibration—the energy that produces MIracles that I have
witnessed, written about, and lectured on for years based on Bible code revelations that have now been
proven scientifically, and confirmed mathematically.
I am asking for your prayers and wisdom; to please lend your celebrity in support of this event, and
ideally join our alliance in actively advancing this “Plan.” Please do what the Creator your heart to do
with this opportunity to serve humanity and evolve civilization spiritually far beyond its current
limitations. This will be a historic event, and we request that you pray on what your possible role(s)
might be in cooperatively actualizing this impressive and compelling “Plan.”
Dr. Emoto and I share this opportunity optimistically knowing leading experts in multiple fields,
including musicology, healthcare, and physics, endorse this “Plan,” its “experimental design,” and
spiritual premise honoring Water’s consciousness, intelligence, and responsiveness to LOVE. We share

the view that this event will physically and metaphysically impact Water musically to benefit humanity
optimally; open hearts globally with LOVE, accelerate the Spiritual Renaissance, promote progress
towards world health, and prepare human hearts for the prophesied thousand years of world peace. We
have committed our lives to advance this service, as you have, likewise, obviously done.
Thank you, in advance, for responding to this Waterful calling to musically restore “Pepperland,” and
her people, to full living, loving, and creative color.
Most humbly and respectfully,
Leonard George Horowitz
Co-producer, LIVE H2O.
www.liveh2o.org
lenin528@mac.com
and
Masaru Emoto
Founding Sponsor, LIVE H2O
kazutama@hado.com
cc: ynemoto@hado.com;
chris@rocentertainment.net

